Given a point set P in R 2 , the problem of finding the smallest set of unit disks that cover all of P is NPhard. We present a simple algorithm for this problem with an approximation factor of 25/6 in the Euclidean norm and 2 in the max norm, by restricting the disk centers to lie on parallel lines. The run time and space of this algorithm is O(n log n) and O(n) respectively. This algorithm extends to any L p norm and is asymptotically faster than known alternative approximation algorithms for the same approximation factor.
Introduction
Given a point set P in R 2 , the unit disk cover problem (UDC) seeks to find the smallest set of unit disks that cover all of P . This problem arises in applications to facility location, motion planning, and image processing [1, 3] .
In both the L 2 and L ∞ norm, UDC is NP-hard [1] . A shifting strategy admits various polynomial time approximation algorithms in d dimensions -for some arbitrarily large integer shifting parameter , it is possible to approximate to within 1 + 1 d−1 [3, 4] . Since these algorithms rely on optimally solving the problem in an × square through exhaustive enumeration, they tend to have a slow time complexity that scales exponentially with , making them impractical for large data sets. At the cost of incurring a constant approximation factor, the speed of the algorithm may be improved by constraining the disk centers to a unit square grid within the × square [6, 7] .
If the disk centers are constrained to an arbitrary finite set of points, UDC becomes the discrete unit disk covering problem (DUDC), which is also NP-hard. However, DUDC has a number of different approximation algorithms, with the current state-of-the-art achieving a constant factor of 15 [8] .
In this paper, we present an algorithm that approximates UDC in the plane with the Euclidean and max norms by constraining the disk centers to a set of parallel lines. This algorithm is useable in practical settings and simple to implement. We show that, in the max norm, choosing a set of parallel lines distance 2 apart achieves an approximation factor of 2. In the Euclidean norm, choosing a set of parallel lines distance √ 3 apart achieves an approximation factor of 25/6. In both norms, the most costly step is simply from sorting the points. Consequently, the run time and space of the algorithm is O(n log n) and O(n) respectively.
Paper Approximation
Running Time Year
Ours 25/6 O(n log n) 2014 Table 1 : A history of approximation algorithms for the unit disk cover problem in L 2 . n is the number of points in P . The shifting parameter is a positive integer which may be arbitrarily large. H is the number of circles in the optimal solution. α is a constant between 3 and 6. K is a factor at least quadratic in l and polynomial in the size of the approximation lattice.
Line restricted unit disk cover
Here we explore a restricted variant of UDC: Given a point set P in R 2 , the line restricted unit disk cover problem (LRUDC) seeks to find the smallest set of unit disks -each with centers on a given set of parallel lines S -that cover all of P .
For certain carefully chosen sets of lines, LRUDC can be solved efficiently using greedy methods. However, with no restrictions on the placement and number of parallel lines in S, LRUDC is NP-hard by reduction from UDC.
Theorem 1 Using O(n
2 ) parallel lines, UDC reduces to LRUDC.
Proof. Consider a circle arrangement A consisting of unit radius circles centered at each of the points in the point set P . For any circle C in the optimal solution of UDC, let F be the face in A in which the center of C resides. Observe that moving this center to any point in F does not change the subset of points in P that C covers. If the set S of parallel lines intersects all faces in A, then the optimal line-restricted solution can have disks centered in the same set of faces as in the unrestricted case. Hence, any optimal solution of LRUDC for this set of lines is an optimal solution of UDC. Since there are only O(n 2 ) faces in A, having one line for each of the faces suffices.
As an aside, it is unknown whether LRUDC is NPhard if only O(n) parallel lines are used.
Approximation algorithms for UDC
In our approximation algorithms for UDC, we use solutions to LRUDC on narrow vertical strips. The set S of restriction lines we use for LRUDC will simply be uniformly spaced vertical lines. For each restriction line we will solve LRUDC confined to the subset of P within a thin strip around the line. All points in P will be in some strip, and we will choose the spacing between restriction lines so that a good approximation to UDC is obtained.
A 2-approximation with the L ∞ norm
The max norm is a special case, as unit circles in the max norm are axis-aligned squares of width 2. We can take advantage of this fact to obtain a 2-approximation algorithm.
1. Partition the plane into vertical strips of width 2, and let the restriction line set S be the set of vertical lines running down the centre of the strips.
2. For each non-empty strip, use the simple greedy procedure of inserting a square whose top edge is located at the topmost uncovered point. Repeat until all points in the strip are covered.
The asymptotic cost of the algorithm is only O(n log n), as we need to sort the points by x-coordinate to partition them into the strips, and within each strip, we need to sort the points by y-coordinate to process the points in order of decreasing height.
The correctness of the greedy procedure in step 2 is easy to see, and is described in some detail by [2] . In fact, for this set of lines, this algorithm solves LRUDC optimally. This is because the greedy procedure is optimal for each strip, and the strips are all independent from one another -meaning that no point will be covered by squares from two different strips.
Theorem 2 This algorithm is a 2-approximation for UDC in L ∞ . Proof. For convenience, we define an S-restricted solution to be any line-restricted solution covering all the points of P using the same set S of lines as our algorithm, but not necessarily the same set of circles as the one produced by our algorithm.
Let opt be an optimal solution for UDC in L ∞ . Each square in the optimal solution will intersect at most two strips, since each strip has the same width as the squares. We can construct an S-restricted solution, by simply using two S-restricted squares to cover each square in opt (see Figure 1 ). This uses exactly twice as many squares as opt. Since our algorithm solves LRUDC on S optimally, it will be at least as good as the 2-approximation on each strip. As each strip is independent, our algorithm will be as good as the S-restricted solution over all strips.
A 5-approximation with the L 2 norm
First, we present a simple 5-approximation algorithm that forms the basis of our 25/6-approximation algorithm.
1. Partition the plane into vertical strips of width √ 3. As before, let the restriction line set S be the set of center lines of the strips.
2. For each non-empty strip, use the simple greedy procedure of inserting a circle positioned as low as possible while still covering the topmost uncovered point. Assume that all points in the strip are uncovered initially, and repeat until all points in the strip are covered.
Note that the only difference between the algorithm above and the one for L ∞ is the width of the vertical strip. With a width of √ 3, circles centred on a particular strip can cover points of neighbouring strips. Hence the strips are no longer independent, and we run the greedy procedure in step 2 assuming that all the points in the strip are uncovered initially (even though they may be covered by circles from different strips). Alternatively, we could remove points already covered by neighbouring strips as we go, but this makes no difference to the approximation factor or the asymptotic run time of the algorithm.
As before, parititioning the points into each strip is O(n log n) time. Within each strip, the subprocedure of greedily covering the circles can be done in O(n s log n s ) time, where n s is the number of points in the strip. This is achieved by transforming the point covering problem into a segment covering problem instead.
The reduction is as follows: from each point p in the strip draw a unit circle C p centred at p. The circle C p intersects the restriction line of the strip in two points, creating a segment s p between the two points. If the centre of an S-restricted circle is placed anywhere on s p , it will cover p. Hence to cover all the points in the strip, we simply have to stab all the segments {s p } p∈P with points representing centres of S-restricted circles. The strategy of greedily covering the topmost point reduces to choosing the stabbing point as low as possible, while still stabbing the topmost unstabbed segment. This can be done in O(n s log n s ) time via sorting the segments by y-coordinate.
The correctness of the greedy subprocedure in step 2 follows from the same logic as Section 3.1.
The argument that our algorithm is a 5-approximation is based on the following fact: for each circle C in an optimal solution opt of UDC, there exists an S-restricted solution which covers each C entirely using at most five circles. Furthermore, this solution is redundant in that the points of each strip are covered completely by S-restricted circles on that strip. We call such a solution oblivious, as it does not take into account points covered by circles of neighbouring strips. Note that our algorithm produces a solution that is at least as good as any oblivious S-restricted solution, as each strip is solved optimally by our algorithm. It follows that our algorithm is also a 5-approximation.
It is necessary in the worst case to cover C entirely since an adversary may provide an input point set P consisting of arbitrarily many points coverable by a single circle (Figures 2 and 3) . The following proofs use a straightforward application of geometry to establish bounds on the number of S-restricted circles to cover C. There are two possible cases -either C intersects two strips, or C intersects three strips.
Observation 1 Let opt be the set of optimal circles for UDC. Suppose that the centre of a circle C ∈ opt does not lie within 1 − √ 3 2 of a restriction line. Then, any oblivious S-restricted solution will require at least four circles to cover C.
Moreover, there exists an oblivious S-restricted solution which uses exactly four circles to cover C.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let C be centered at (x c , 0) where 1 − 2 . The intersection of C with this line forms a segment of length greater than 1 but smaller than 2. To cover C entirely, this segment must be covered. For both strips that C intersects, the algorithm would cover this segment, as each strip is oblivious that the neighbouring strip may have covered the same segment. Since each line-restricted circle can only cover a segment of length 1 on L 12 , each strip would need two circles, resulting in a total of 4.
It is easy to see that C is covered by the four circles centred at 0, Figure 2) . Note that the obliviousness constraint is satisfied as the circles within each strip do not depend on circles from neighbouring strips to cover the points from C. Observation 2 Let opt be the set of optimal circles for UDC. Suppose that the centre of a circle C ∈ opt lies within 1 − √ 3 2 of a restriction line. Then, any oblivious S-restricted solution will require at least five circles to cover C.
Moreover, there exists an oblivious S-restricted solution which uses exactly five circles to cover C. 2 . The intersection of C with L 23 forms a segment centered at y = 0 of length greater than 1 but smaller than 2, and the intersection of C with L 12 forms a segment centered at y = 0 of length smaller than 1. To cover C entirely, these segments must be covered. Since each line-restricted circle can only cover a segment of length 1 on the strip boundary, and each strip is oblivious that the neighbouring strip may have covered the same segment, strips 2 and 3 would need two circles each and strip 1 would need one circle, resulting in a total of 5.
Finally, it is easy to see that C is covered by the five circles centred at − √ 3, 0 , 0, Figure 3) . Proof. Since our algorithm solves each strip optimally, it produces a solution that is at least as good as any oblivious S-restricted solution. We have shown that there exists such a solution with an approximation factor of 5, which follows directly from Observations 1 and 2. Hence, our algorithm has an approximation factor of at most 5.
Improving the 5-approximation to a 25/6-approximation
To improve the 5-approximation algorithm to a 25/6-approximation algorithm, we employ a "smoothing" technique. From the calculations in Observation 2, the region where a circle C in an optimal solution requires five circles to cover is only 2− √ 3 wide. In all other cases, C can be covered by only four circles. Since 2− √ 3 is less than one-sixth of the width of the entire strip √ 3, it is intuitive that we can do better than a 5-approximation. Here, we show that by shifting the strip partition, we can smooth out the regions that require 5-circles and achieve a 25/6-approximation.
To be precise, we define a strip partition with shift α to be the partition of R 2 into width √ 3 vertical strips, where the boundaries of the strips are located at x = α + k √ 3, k ∈ Z. As usual, our restriction lines are in the centres of these strips. Our algorithm with the smoothing technique is:
6 , partition the plane into vertical strips of width √ 3 with shift α and use the 5-approximation algorithm.
2. Return the best of the six solutions obtained above.
Theorem 4
The algorithm with smoothing approximates is a 25/6-approximation for UDC in L 2 .
Proof. Let opt be the set of optimal circles for UDC, and let S 1 , . . . , S 6 be the six sets of shifted line sets used in our algorithm. For each of the six shifts, there exists an oblivious S i -restricted solution.
Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , 6, there are q i circles in opt with centers (x, y) satisfying
for k ∈ Z, where α i = (i − 1)
6 . Note that since these six ranges fill the plane, q i = |opt|. According to Observations 1 and 2, each solution has five circles for every circle in opt that has center (x, y) satisfying
and four circles for every other circle in opt. Since the range in Equation 2 is a subrange of that in Equation  1 , it follows that an oblivious S i -restricted solution of Section 3.2 uses no more than
circles.
For i = 1, . . . , 6, let A i be the i-th candidate solution generated by our algorithm and let A * be the solution with fewest circles out of the 6 A i 's. Since each A i is at least as good as any oblivious S i -restricted solution, we have the inequality:
Hence the output of our algorithm is a 25/6 approximation to the unit disk cover problem.
Extensions
The approximation algorithm outlined above can be applied to any L p norm -one simply has to figure out the worst case number of oblivious line-restricted circles to cover an arbitrary circle in the plane. For each norm, the optimal line spacing varies. However, our algorithm is guaranteed to produce constant factor approximations when the spacing less than 2. Our algorithm can also be extended to higher dimensions. A natural extension is to use a collection of uniformly spaced parallel lines, and solve LRUDC in a small tube surrounding each line. In this way, we can obtain approximations in arbitrarily large d dimensions, albeit with an approximation factor that scales exponentially with d. In particular, applying this technique to the L ∞ norm gives a 2 d−1 -approximation in d dimensions, matching an earlier result by [4] .
Finally, our algorithm applies to covering objects more general than points, such as polygonal shapes. Our proofs only rely on the fact that any optimal circle can be covered entirely with a constant number of oblivious line-restricted circles. The fact that we are covering points is not used.
Concluding Remarks
We presented a simple algorithm to approximate the unit disk cover problem within factor of 25/6 in L 2 and within a factor of 2 in L ∞ .
The algorithm runs in O(n log n) time O(n) space, with the most time consuming step being a simple sorting of the input. On a practical level, we believe our algorithm has a good mix of performance and simplicity, with a typical implementation of no more than 30 lines of C++.
We wonder what the best approximation an oblivious line-restricted approach can achieve for the unit disk cover problem. For the L ∞ norm, we saw that 2 was the best possible approximation factor for lines spaced equally apart. Similarly, one can show for the L 2 norm that a lower bound of 15/4 is the best that can be done with an oblivious algorithm for equally spaced lines. It would be interesting to see if these lower bounds can be broken by an oblivious algorithm once the equal spacing condition is removed. Finally, an analysis of the optimal spacing in other L p norms would be interesting as well.
